ELECTRO-VOICE® XLC™ LINE ARRAY LOUDSPEAKERS INSTALLED
AT LARGE WAUKESHA, WI CHURCH

EV Xlc arrays cover the sanctuary at Fox River Church

Chicago, IL (February 5, 2004): On February 5th, 2004, Electro-Voice and
Electro-Voice reps Starin Marketing, Inc hosted an EV educational event
called “Life is one big, long learning curve.” This learning and listening
experience took place at the North Shore Performing Arts Center in Chicago,
and featured presentations by EV’s Mick Whelan and Jim Long. A case
study was incorporated to add detail to presentations on line array
characteristics, prediction software and EASE modeling. Henry Lewis II of
Lewis Sound & Video Professionals (www.lewissound.com) presented
‘Anatomy of a Design/Build Installation’, profiling his company’s extensive
A/V installation at Fox River Christian Church in Waukesha, WI. Lewis
discussed how the EV Xlc became a sound solution at the Church, and
offered insight into the state of the art in HOW A/V installations as a
designer, builder, and installation contractor.
“We worked on the original system at the Fox River, which was built about
six years ago. The main sound reinforcement at that time was an ElectroVoice X-Array system in a LCR configuration. In January 2003 I received a
call from the Church communicating the fact that they had expanded
considerably and needed to upgrade their A/V system. We were hired for

this new project as sound system vendors, design/builders, acousticians and
electro-acoustics designers. In October of 2003 we finalized the system
design budget and signed the contract. The first service took place on
December 13th 2003: from basic concept to completion of a sophisticated
system in under one year!”

The scope of services that Lewis Sound & Video Professionals provided
under the ‘acoustician’ banner was extensive. They first undertook detailed
room modeling in EASE 4.0. From this, a complete room acoustics package
was provided, in which surfaces were specified hand in hand with the
Architect. The project brief also emphasized that Fox River is a
contemporary worship space, and therefore needed to be relatively dry and
intelligible acoustically to accommodate the multimedia facilities and various
performance styles taking place under one roof. From these criteria Lewis
Sound moved on into loudspeaker system coverage. Lewis originally put an
Xlc array into his EASE model, but then wanted EV to come down and offer
their technical opinion on this choice. Lewis also worked closely with Bill
Mullin of EV reps Starin Marketing Inc throughout the process. EV’s Monte
Wise and the tech support team at EV gave Lewis some suggestions after
scrutinizing the EASE models, and these alterations were then packaged into

the overall system design, which was primarily performed in AutoCAD 2002.
Now the versatile Xlc fits in perfectly at Fox River Christian Church from a
sonic, structural and stylistic perspective. Each side features arrays of (8) Xlc
127+ boxes and (4) Xlc Subs.

Lewis continued: “Client and end user feedback has been very positive, now
that the system is installed. The one thing that became evident very quickly
was that this is no ordinary loudspeaker system. The Xlc stands apart in
terms of performance, fidelity, coverage and control from the many others
that we heard whilst demo’ing. Another difference that we’ve noticed is how
sound is actually perceived by the listener with the Xlc. By perception, I
mean someone standing 50 or so feet away from the arrays, way back in the
listening space of this venue, closing their eyes and receiving a sound image
so detailed that their position is forgotten – it sound like the sound source is a
foot in front of them. This ‘closeness’ really plays into the quality of the
worship experience and the personal intimacy that a churchgoer can have
with the sounds of worship, none of which are confused by reverberation or
interference. This shows the advantage of a line array as opposed to a
spherical array, a cylindrical wavefront as opposed to spherical wavefront.
The attenuation over distance ratio is so much less, the listener’s psychoacoustic perception leads them to believe they are far closer than they
actually are.” That kind of sonic transparency seems set to become a
prerequisite in the modern House of Worship A/V system: the Xlc meets the
high expectations of the contemporary worship community, as churches

become larger and more materially and architecturally accommodating to
large format sound systems.

For full details on all Electro-Voice products and brands, please visit
www.electrovoice.com
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